Member Spotlight
† Denotes New Member  * Denotes Sustaining Member

FIRST CIRCUIT
†Eddalee Quinones

Massachusetts
†Christopher Callanan
†Meghan Cooper
†Alexandra Hassell
†Brian McCabe
†Michael McGrath
†James McLaughlin
†Parent Peter
†Elizabeth Reza Skelly
†Lauraw Sawyer
†Brendan Skan
†Robert Skinner
†James Thomas

Hon. Raymond L. Acosta—Puerto Rico
†Patricia Marvez-Valliente
†Mayra Rosa-Pagan
†Victor Salas Pellot
†Arianna Shokooh-Fermaint
†Luis Zayas

Rhode Island
†Robert Cavanagh
*Joseph Cavanagh III
†Susan Thurston

SECOND CIRCUIT
Eastern District of New York
†Manuel Alvarez
†Orkhon Baaazov
†Lufti Barakat
†Muqadas Barbar
†Natalia Bianco
†John Bonanno
†Gregory Branca
†Nicholas Bruno
†Lori Cabrera
†Nicholas Calabria
†Stephanie Cavallo
†John Clennan
†Jairo Coronado
†Daniel Dapelo
†Alexandra Davidson
†Valeria Fernandez
†Marie Forlenza
†Emily Giunta
†Matthew Hauszpigl
†John Iacono
†Radha Ingwu
†Natalie Kushmakova
†Ioannis Ladis
†Jessica Levy
†Patricia Maher
†Thomas McElhinny
†Ashley Mullings
†Navpreet Natt
†Henry Nelson
†Jillian Pelletier
†Domenick Pesce
†Alva Prenga
†Sudesh Rani
†Luisa Rueda
†Sirwan Sae-Ngaw
†Nayel Sayegh
†Aisha Scholes
†Elsey Sheenan
†Marielle Shuster
†Elyse Sheenan

†Kristen Sinnott
†Sanjay Sukhter
†Alexander Tatt
†David Tcheo
†Sean Tyrell
†Edmond Underwood
†Ahkiyanne Wanliss
†Alexa Weinstein
†Dominique Wilson

Southern District of New York
†Georgia Bullitt
†Laura Dale
†Brooke Gottlieb
†Katharine Haydock
†Jeremy Senderowicz
†Peter Shea

THIRD CIRCUIT
Delaware
†Christina Beltz
†Jason Cincilla
†Alison Keefe
†Rebecca Polito
†Paul Saindon
†Veronica Schad
†Catrina Shea

Eastern District of Pennsylvania
†Alison Kehner
†John O’Brien

Middle District of Pennsylvania
†Hank Clarke
†Meagan Hopkins
†Kenneth Mischow

New Jersey
†Niko Rydelek

Western District of Pennsylvania
†Jacqueline Robel

FOURTH CIRCUIT
†Seth Obed

Eastern District of North Carolina
†Christopher Edwards

Hampton Roads
†Sarah Black
†Gerald Harris
†Paul Hawkins
†Vania Ratliff

Maryland
†Anthony Kelly
†Christopher Zimmerman

Middle District of North Carolina
†J. Alexander Barrett

Northern Virginia
†Clint Brannon
†Amy Byrne
†Julie Cereley
†John Kiyonaga

†Roxanne Rosado
†Noah Sullivan

Richmond
†Gregory Duboff
†Julie Hoffmeister
†Tyler Laughinghouse

Roanoke
†David Berry

South Carolina
†Courtney Atkinson
†Adam Bach
†Emily Bridges
†Steven Buckingham
†Lindsay Builder
†Nicholas Cherry
†Scott Cole
†Thomas Cull
†Clayton Custer
†Thomas Hite III
†Jon Josey
†Alan Marshall
†Cecilia Mattingley
†Richard Speer
†Zachary Weaver
†Tim Williams

FIFTH CIRCUIT
†Kristen Castaneda
†Teresa Reck
†Robin O’Neil
†James Thurman

Austin
†Leonardo De La Garza
†Eric Hansum
†Tychanika Kimbrough
†Meera Krishnan
†Sara McKinney

Baton Rouge
†Rachel Dunaway
†Cullen Dupuy
†Meredith Hamblen

Dallas
†John Burkhead
†Michael Karson
†Lisa Lambert

El Paso
†John Ganz

Fort Worth
†Mack Swindle
†Rachel Tartt

Lafayette/Acadiana
†Jordan Henagan
†Jason Weaver

Mississippi
†Emily Atrone
†Caroline Bressman
†Amarchi Iheijirika
†Kelly Louden
†Alexandria Reyes
†Gabrielle Silvka
†Charles Toomanian III
†Jennifer Case
†Amber Kipfmiller

New Orleans
†Amber Barlow
†Troy Bell
†Sarah Didlake
†Michael Finkeleston
†Courtney Harper
†Regina Lennox
†Tabitha Mangano
†Patrick McShane
†Megan Misko
†Michael O’Brien

San Antonio
†Charles Carter
†Donna Coltharp
†Cathy Compton
†Mark Davis
†Sharon Diaz
†Hannah Dominguez
†Tammy Dunn
†Christina Flores
†Norbert Hart
†Floyd Lannrouex
†Branden Lopez
†Faith (Johnson) Lowry
†George Mansouraty
†John McNeff
†John Millin
†Luis Munoz
†Brent Myklebust
†Daniel Palmer
†Alien Petit
†Dylan Price
†Christopher Schluter
†Teo Seger
†Arianna Smith
†Alice Warburton
†John Zuercher

Southern District of Texas
†Paige Bennett
†Cindy Dinh
†Sarah Grossnickle
†Megan Schmid
†Krystal Walker

SIXTH CIRCUIT
†Justin Haskamp
†Elizabeth Loring

Chattanooga
†Gianna Masi
†Amber Seay
†Russ Swafford

Columbus
*D. Michael Crites
†Thomas Loeb

Dayton
†Haley Finn

John W. Peck Cincinnati/ Northern Kentucky
†Genn Burton
†Casey Cantrell-Swartz
†Kenneth Foisy
†Conor Meeks
†Cindy Moore
†Evan Priestle
†Ariel Shuster

†Alex Wallin
†Lauren Weiner
†Philip Williamson

Kentucky
*Steven Jaeger

Memphis Mid-South
†Todd Cole

Nashville
†Isaac Gray
†Joycelyn Stevenson

Northern District of Ohio
†Christian Capace
†Hugh McKay
†Kenton Steele
†Martine Wilson
†Brandon Woitasik

SEVENTH CIRCUIT
†Lisa Clay
†Daniel Myerson

Central District of Illinois
†Rita Rubin

Chicago
†Valerie Bonar
†Erich Brandenburg
†Maria Gonzalez
†Li-Chung Ho
†Rafael Lazaro
†JoAnn Lim
†Jonathan Linas
†Elizabeth Ralph
†Evان Schanaberger
†Kyle Seay
†Martin Sinclair
†David Williams

Indianapolis
†Liberty Rogers

EIGHTH CIRCUIT
†Sarah Vandelist

Iowa
†Michael Carroll

St. Louis
†Lyndon Sommer

NINTH CIRCUIT
†Michael Coker
†Lisa Gardner
†Sue Hansen
†Monica Lenke
†Melissa Miles
†Zack Naqvi
†James Proctor Jr.
†Christine Ritland

Hawaii
†Sara Ayabe
†Thomas Benedict
†Emma Benjamin
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